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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the equational logic of de'nitions whose semantics is given
in terms of 'nal coalgebra maps. The framework for our study is iteration theories (cf. e.g.
Bloom and ,Esik, Iteration Theories: The Equational Logic of Iterative Processes, EATCS Mono-
graphs on Theoretical Computer Science, Springer, Berlin, 1993; Theoret. Comput. Sci. 179
(1–2) (1997)), recently re-introduced as models of the FLR0 fragment of the formal language
of recursion (Hurkens et al., J. Symbolic Logic 63 (2) (1998) 45; Mos Chovakis, J. Symbolic
Logic 54 (1989) 1216; in: M.L. Dalla Chiara et al. (Eds.), Logic and Scienti'c Methods, Kluwer,
Dordrecht, 1997, p. 179). We present a new class of iteration theories derived from 'nal coalge-
bras. This allows us to reason with a number of types of 'xed-point equations which heretofore
seemed to require metric or order-theoretic ideas. All of the work can be done using 'nality
properties and equational reasoning. Having a semantics, we obtain the following completeness
result: the equations involving 'xed-point terms which are valid for 'nal coalgebra interpreta-
tions are exactly those valid in a number of contexts pertaining to recursion. For example, they
coincide with the equations valid for least-'xed-point recursion on dcpo’s. We also present a
new version of the proof of the well-known completeness result for iteration theories (see ,Esik,
Comput. Linguistics Comput. Languages 4 (1982) 95; Hurkens et al., 1998). Our work brings
out a connection between coalgebraic reasoning and recursion.
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1. Introduction
This paper studies 'xed-point de'nitions pertaining to 'nal coalgebras. To get quickly
to the issues, here is an example of the kind of phenomenon which interests us. Con-
sider in'nite binary trees labeled with letters of the Roman alphabet. We can de'ne
trees by 'xed-point terms, e.g.,
x where {x = 〈g; x; y〉; y = 〈h; y; y〉}: (1)
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This term is intended to denote an in'nite binary tree x labeled by g whose left subtree
is the same tree x, and whose right subtree is labeled by h throughout. We also allow
the “where” construct to appear inside terms, as in
x where {x = 〈g; x; y〉; y = 〈h; y; z where {z = 〈i; z; z〉}〉}: (2)
And once we have a collection of terms like this, it becomes interesting to ask for
methods to tell when terms denote the same tree. Intuitively, (1) and (2) do not denote
the same tree, while (1) and (3) below do:
x where {x = 〈g; x; w〉; w = 〈h; w; z where{z = 〈h; z; z〉}〉}: (3)
Going further, it seems natural to consider parametric trees, de'ned by terms contain-
ing free variables, as in
x where {x = 〈g; x; y〉}; (4)
x where {x = 〈g; 〈g; x; y〉; y〉}: (5)
Such terms are “parametric” in the sense that given a concrete tree t, one should be
able to substitute t for y in (4) and (5). Substitution of the same t into both (4)
and (5) gives terms with the same denotation. So it seems to make sense that (4)
and (5) should themselves have the same denotation. Of course, at this point we really
need a semantics of terms involving the “where” construction. (We also need a more
exact syntax, of course, and here we use the FLR0 fragment of the formal language
of recursion [8].) The usual semantics for 'xed-point terms of this sort uses the set
of partial trees, and then the semantics itself amounts to solving a recursion equation
on this larger set. In this paper, we depart from such approaches and give a semantics
of parametric objects using only the notion of a 'nal coalgebra. In this case, if 
is a signature, then the (in'nite) -labeled trees are a 'nal coalgebra for the functor
F :Set→Set determined by .
Contributions of this paper: As mentioned above, this paper presents a semantics for
'xed-point terms using 'nal coalgebras. Much of this paper is devoted to a construction
of an iteration theory (equivalently, an interpretation for FLR0) for a functor F on the
category of sets with “enough 'nal coalgebras”, and to the veri'cation of the iteration
theory properties.
The semantics is applicable in any setting where 'nal coalgebras arise. (There are
many such settings; cf. e.g. [14] for a survey.) Some of these can also be treated by
the more usual method of passing to a larger set which has more limits of some kind.
However, there is no known general reduction of our work to the usual setting.
Once we see how to obtain iteration theories from suitable functors, the next step
is to examine the resulting equational logic. Let A=B be an equation between 'xed-
point terms such as those in (1)–(5). We show that A=B is valid for all coalgebra
interpretations iL it is valid for all dcpo interpretations (these interpret where via least
'xed points). This justi'es the title of this paper. It is known that the very same notion
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of validity coincides with validity on many other classes. And so this paper provides
yet another demonstration of the robustness of the equational logic of recursion.
Much of the work on our approach has to do with systems of equations involving un-
grounded variables. We have in mind systems like x where {x= 〈g; x; y〉; y= z; z=y}.
Providing a semantics of these terms using 'nal coalgebras is a diLerent matter than
working with dcpo’s, for example.
Contents: Section 2 is a brief overview of the syntax and semantics of FLR0. (Sec-
tions 2.3 and 2.2 are new and are easy results.) Similarly, Section 3 is a review of
our work in [11] on parametric corecursion. One of the main results of that paper is
generalized in Section 4; this is a general treatment of systems of equations which
permit equations between variables. Section 5 shows how to de'ne FLR0 structures
from functors on sets, and parallel work for iteration theories is done in Section 6. In
fact, the proof that our construction in Section 5 works goes via the iteration theory
material. Section 7 is our new presentation of the proof of the basic completeness result
in the subject. Section 8 discusses ideological aspects of the work, compares it to that
of others, and lists some related projects as well. The reader may wish to consult it
while reading the rest of the paper.
Background: On iteration theories can be found in [3] or [4]; on the formal language
of recursion in [7]; on coalgebra in [14], and on our approach to corecursion in [11].
This paper does make use of several results from these papers which of course we
mention explicitly. Apart from these, the paper is self-contained.
2. FLR0
The formal language of recursion (FLR) was introduced by Moschovakis [8] as
a language to reason about recursive de'nitions in a general and comprehensive way.
One interesting fragment of it is called FLR0; this is essentially the language of 'xed
point terms that we mentioned in the Introduction. This section recalls de'nitions from
Hurkens et al. [7], and we must refer the reader to [8, 7] for more motivation, examples,
and results.
A N -ranked set is a set S together with r : S→N , where N is the set of natural
numbers. We write Sn for r−1(n)= {s∈ S: r(s)= n}. Another name for an N -ranked
set is a signature, and here we use the notation of  for the set and arity for the map.
We think of  as a set of function symbols, and we denote these symbols by letters
like f and g.
Fix a signature , and a countably in'nite set of variables {v1; v2; : : :} which is
disjoint from . We use letters like x; y and z to denote these variables. The following
inductive de'nition speci'es the terms E of the language FLR0 =FLR0().
E := vi | f (E1; : : : ; En) |E0 where {x1 = E1; : : : ; xn = En}:
Here f∈n, and E1; : : : ; En are again terms. Intuitively, the second clause corresponds
to function application, and the third clause gives syntax for the solution of systems of
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recursive equations. In the third clause, the variables x1; : : : ; xn must be distinct. Note
that in where terms we permit equations such as x=y and even x= x. Although such
equations are not what one would 'rst expect to 'nd when studying 'xed-point terms,
allowing them makes for a nicer presentation of the sytnax.
Syntactic notions concerning FLR0 are de'ned as usual, including free and bound
variable occurrences (where binds x1; : : : ; xn in the third clause), closed and open terms,
and fresh variables. We will denote the set of free variables occurring in a term E by
fv(E). If X is a set of variables and  :X →FLR0, and A is a term such that fv(A)⊆X ,
then we can perform the usual syntactic substitution of (x) for each free occurrence
of x∈X in A. We write the result as []A. If a term has been written A(˜x) displaying
(some of) its free variables, we will generally use the common notation A(E˜) for []A
where (xi)=Ei for each x in the sequence x˜.
2.1. Semantics
Denition. An FLR0() structure is a pair R=(;) with several properties.  is
an N -ranked set called the universe of the structure.  is a denotation map on
FLR0(∪); i.e., for any term E ∈FLR0(∪) and any non-repeating sequence
x˜= x1; : : : ; xn of variables containing all of the free variables of E; (˜x)E ∈n.
The denotation map  must be compositional in the following sense: for any term
E and free substitutions  and  de'ned on x˜= x1; : : : ; xn:
(x1; : : : ; xn)f(x1; : : : ; xn) = f; (6)
(y˜)((˜x)E)((x1); : : : ; (xn)) = (y˜)[]E; (7)
If (y˜)(xi) = (˜z)(xi) for all i; then (y˜)[]E = (˜z)[]E: (8)
The 'rst of these properties says that every element of the universe acts as a symbol for
itself. The idea behind the other two compositionality conditions is that the denotation
of a complex term must depend only on the denotations of its subterms.
The conditions in (6)–(8) imply a number of standard consequences concerning
renaming variables; in particular, if x˜ includes all of the free variables of A(˜x), then
(˜x)A(˜x)=(y˜)A(y˜):
The canonical examples of FLR0 structures are directed-complete partial orders
(dcpo’s) in which the function symbols are interpreted by monotone operations and
in which the where operation is interpreted as least 'xed point. Note that in such struc-
tures we have a canonical semantics for x where {x= x}, namely the least
element ⊥ of the poset. In this paper, we are interested in structures which are not
based on orders. The interpretation of where-terms will involve 'nal coalgebra maps.
However, since the dcpo interpretations are much better studied, we shall use some
concepts from their study.
Every FLR0 structure R gives rise to a notion of semantic consequence |=R. A
structure R=(;) satis8es an equation A=B if for any list of variables x˜ including
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Fr(A)∪Fr(B); (˜x)A=(˜x)B. R satis'es a set  of equations if it satis'es each
∈.
More generally, let  be a set of formulas and ’ be any formula. Write [] for the
application of the term substitution  to every formula in . Then ’ is a consequence
of  over R, written  |=R ’, when the following condition holds: Whenever R satis'es
[] for a term substitution , then R satis'es []’ as well. (If = ∅, then the notion
 |=R ’ reduced to that of |=R ’ from above.)
It can be shown that if R is a dcpo FLR0 structure, all instances of the following
three classes of identities hold, and all instances of the rule below also hold:
The Fixed Point Identity: |=R A where {x=A}= x where {x=A}.
The Head Identity: Let A and B1; : : : ; Bn be terms. De'ne the term substitution 
by (xi)= xi where {x1 =B1; : : : ; xn=Bn}. Then
|=R A where {x1 = B1; : : : ; xn = Bn} = []A:
The Beki<c–Scott Identity:
|=R A where {y˜ = C˜; x˜ = B˜}
= (A where {y˜ = C˜}) where {x1 = B1 where {y˜= C˜};
: : : ; xn = Bn where {y˜ = C˜} }
The Recursion Inference Rule: Consider two where-terms, say
A0 where {x1 = A1; : : : ; xn = An} and B0 where {y1 = B1; : : : ; ym=Bm}
with no bound variables in common. Let ! be any set of equations of the form xi =yj.
Then
; ! |=R A0 = B0 ; ! |=R Ai = Bj for xi = yj ∈ !
 |=R A0 where {˜x = A˜} = B0 where {y˜ = B˜}
That is, if R satis'es all of the assertions above the line, then it also satis'es the
bottom assertion.
Denition. An FLR0 structure R is normal if |=R A=B whenever A=B is an instance
of the Fixed Point, Head, or BekiOc–Scott identities, and if the Recursion Inference rule
is sound for the consequence relation  |=R A=B.
2.2. Groundedness analysis
The recursion terms of FLR0 are permitted to contain equations with variables on
the right-hand sides. Such terms are not completely natural for the interpretations of
this paper: for the tree example at the beginning, for example, how should we interpret
x where {x= 〈g; x; y〉; y=y}? The need to interpret terms with ungrounded variables
motivates our work at several points. Our 'rst brush with this topic is here, where we
have a simple observation on how terms with ungrounded variables work in connection
with the FLR0 proof system.
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Consider a system E of equations in which the right-hand sides are arbitrary terms
of FLR0. For example,
x1 = A1; x2 = A2; : : : ; xk = Ak: (9)
Since the variables in such a system must be distinct, we naturally think of E in (9)
as a function from {x1; : : : ; xk} to terms. To emphasize this, we write dom(E) for
{x1; : : : ; xk}.
Denition. For each xi ∈ dom(E), the E-sequence from xi is the 'nite or in'nite se-
quence y0; : : : ; yj; : : : so that y0 is the given xi; and if yj is de'ned (and equal to one
of the x’s), and if E(yj) is again one of the x’s, then yj+1 is de'ned and equals E(yj).
For each variable xi ∈ dom(E), exactly one of the following statements holds:
(i) The E-sequence from xi is in'nite. We say that xi is ungrounded for E.
(ii) The E-sequence from xi is 'nite, say y0; : : : ; yr . And here we have two subcases:
(a) E(yr) is a variable (which must not be one of the xi).
(b) E(yr) is a function application f(B1; : : : ; Bl) for some l¿ 0 and some terms B˜.
We say that x is grounded for E, and we write x∗ instead of yr .
Lemma 1. Consider the terms xi where {˜xi = A˜} for 16 i 6 n. Then for each i one
of the following holds:
(i) xi is ungrounded for E; and  xi where {˜x= A˜}=y where {y=y}.
(ii) xi is grounded for E; and  xi where {˜x= A˜}= x∗ where {˜x= A˜}.
Moreover; if E(x∗) is a variable; say z; then  xi where {˜x= A˜}= z.
Proof. Part (i) is an application of the Recursion Inference rule. Assuming that y does
not occur in A, we set ! to be the set of all equations xj ∼y with xi ungrounded for E.
We show part (ii) by induction on r. If r=1, we have an instance of the reQexive law
of equational logic. The additional assertion in the case when E(x∗) is a variable, say
z, follows from the Head identity. The only thing to note is that z must diLer from all
of the x’s, and so it is unaLected by any term substitution de'ned on x˜. The induction
step uses the Fixed Point identity and transitivity (from equational logic).
This is not a surprising result, given that the FLR0 proof system is intended to model
reasoning about 'xed point terms and that the assertions above are completely intuitive
and general.
2.3. Tightly simpli8ed forms
A simpli8ed form is an FLR0() term
xj where {x1 = A1; : : : ; xn = An}; (10)
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where 16 j 6 n; and each Ai is either a variable, or else is of the form f(w1; : : : ; wr)
where f∈r for some r, and each wj is a variable. (When r=0; Ai is a constant term.)
A term A is a tightly simpli8ed form if A is either a variable; or A is a simpli'ed
form and the only equations in A between variables are of the form x= x (that is, the
same variable appears on both sides).
Lemma 2 (Tight Simpli'cation Lemma). Let A be a term of FLR0(). Then there is
a tightly simpli8ed form A∗ ∈FLR0() such that A=A∗.
Proof. From Lemma 3 of Hurkens et al. [7], we may assume that A already is a simpli-
'ed form. We argue by induction on n in (10). For n=1, note that x= x where {x= x}
is tightly simpli'ed. Also, if x and y are diLerent, then  x where {x=y}=y. For
n¿1, we consider a term as in (10) with an equation between diLerent variables, say
y= z. We show how to eliminate this equation, getting another simpli'ed form. For
example, suppose A is
x where {x = f(x; y); y = z; z = g(x; y; z)}:
By the BekiOc–Scott identity,
A = (x wh {y = z}) wh {x = f(x; y) wh {y = z}; z = g(x; y; z) wh {y = z}}:
(We use wh to abbreviate where.) By the Head identity,  (x wh {y= z})= x;
 (f(x; y) wh {y= z})= f(x; z); and  (g(x; y; z) wh {y= z})= g(x; z; z). So with an
application of the Recursion Inference rule (or a substitution principle derived from
it), we see that
 A = x where {x = f(x; z); z = g(x; z; z)}:
So by induction hypothesis, we may 'nd a tightly simpli'ed form for A.
3. Parametric corecursion systems on sets
In [11], we showed how to develop the ideas of substitution and corecursion on
a wide range of 'nal coalgebra interpretations. In this section, we review the main
results from that paper, specialized to Set, the category of sets. (We actually use very
few of the categorical properties of sets, and so our results will hold more generally.)
We shall also use F to denote an endofunctor on sets. When we do this, we assume
that F has a property that we shall mention shortly.
We also 'x a coproduct operation + on Set, namely the standard one derived from
the Kuratowski pair. If a and b are any sets, then we have injections inl : a→ a+b and
inr : b→ a+ b. When we use subscripts on these injections, we have in mind a special
meaning that we introduce in (11) below. If the context forces a unique reading, then
we prefer not to subscript these injections. If f : a→ c and g : b→ c, then we have a
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unique 〈f; g〉: a + b→ c such that f=〈f; g〉 ◦ inl and g=〈f; g〉 ◦ inr. If f : a→ b and
g : c→d, then we also have f + g : a+ c→ b+ d given by 〈 inl ◦f; inr ◦ g 〉.
Let F :Set→Set be an endofunctor. For all objects c; Fc denotes the functor d → F
(c + d). If g :d→d′, then Fcg= F(idc + g).
Denition. A parametric F-corecursion system (on Set) is an assignment ’ taking
each set c to a 'nal Fc-coalgebra ’c : Rc→ F(c+Rc): Further; for each c; we have two
special maps
inlc : c→ c + Rc; inrc : Rc→ c + Rc: (11)
We always assume that F is such that all of these 'nal coalgebras exist.
In [11], we identi'ed a collection of functors on sets called uniform. The de'ni-
tion of this concept is rather technical and need not concern us here. SuSce it to say
that the collection of uniform functors on sets includes the constant functors, the 'nite
power set functor (and more generally P¡- for any in'nite cardinal -), sum with a
'xed set a, product with a, functions from a, and others; the collection is also closed
under composition, and also binary sum and product. We should stress that the 'nal
coalgebras may be constructed by general set-theoretic arguments that do not amount
to constructing explicit representations. In other words, the existence of 'nal coalge-
bras should be thought of as the fundamental fact, and the particular representation is
secondary. For a fuller discussion of these matters, see [11] and the references cited
there.
Example 3. Let  be a signature. Then  determines a functor F= F on Set in the
usual way, by setting
F(a) = {〈f; b1; : : : ; bn〉 : f ∈ n; and b1; : : : ; bn ∈ a}
and for k : a→ b, Fk(〈 f; b1; : : : ; bn 〉)=〈f; kb1; : : : ; kbn 〉. A function symbol c of arity 0
is a constant symbol. For all a; 〈c〉 ∈ F(a). And if k : a→ b, then Fk(〈c〉)=〈c〉.
Functors derived from signatures have all the needed 'nal coalgebras, and so they
give parametric corecursion systems.
This is the example which we shall return to throughout the paper. However, it
would be a mistake to think that the whole theory here is just for signature functors
since what we do is so much more general.
The intuition behind the sets Rn for the signature functors: Recall that (the standard
model in set theory of) the natural number n is {0; 1; : : : ; n−1}. For each n, the functor
Fn has a 'nal coalgebra. We 'x such a 'nal coalgebra ’n : Rn→ F(n + Rn). When F is
a signature functor, Rn can be taken to be the set of 'nite and in'nite, ordered trees t
such that some of the nodes of t are labeled by  (we call these functional nodes) and
the rest of the nodes are labeled with the numbers 0; : : : ; n− 1 (end nodes). Moreover,
the following requirements holds for t:
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(i) the end nodes of t have no children;
(ii) if a functional node x is of t labeled with f and arity(f)= k, then x has k children;
and
(iii) the root of t is a functional node.
Our choice of the numbers 0; : : : ; n−1 is simply for notational convenience. One could
instead take them to be any sets whatsoever. We prefer to identify 0; : : : ; n − 1 with
the 'rst n variables v1; : : : ; vn. Then Rn corresponds to the in'nite -trees whose end
nodes are the 'rst n variables. We might add that we have not added the variables to
the signature, so that the one-point tree labeled by vi is not represented in Rn. (This is
what requirement (3) says.) But when we want to include these trees, we can always
use n+ Rn.
We stress that what we actually have is a map ’n : Rn→ F(n + Rn). Our description
above assumes that ’n is the identity (i.e., we suppressed mention of it), and this is
certainly the best way to read what we do. The use of the coproduct is to distinguish
the functional from the end nodes. When dealing with sets, one should pretend that
the sets involved are disjoint and + is union. Using coproduct not only gets around
the diSculty of what to do when the sets are not disjoint, and it also shows that the
proper mathematical setting of our theory is much more general than sets.
As an example of how our notation works in this case, consider the term f(v5; v2)
as an element of R6. For 16i66; i− 1∈ 6 and so inl6(i− 1)∈ 6+ R6. We model vi by
inl6(i−1). The tuple 〈 f; inl6(4); inl6(1) 〉 belongs to F(6+ R6), so ’−16 (〈 f; inl6(4); inl6(1))
belongs to R6. We model f(v5; v2) by that element of R6. A complex term like g(v3; f(v5;
v2)) then is modeled by
’−16 (〈g; inl6(2); inr6(’−16 (〈f; inl6(4); inl6(1)〉))〉):
We know that our formalism will be unfamiliar to nearly all readers, and we do not
intend such involved notation to see general use. The formalism does have advantages
for the work we do in the rest of the paper, however.
Simpli8ed terms with no free variables as coalgebras: Consider a simpli'ed term A
as in (10). If there are no equations between variables and if there are no free variables
in A, then the associated system of equations E “is” a coalgebra for F. That is, E is
essentially a map from X = {x1; : : : ; xn} to F(X ). Some of the work later in this paper
can be motivated by the question of what to do when A is simpl'ed but may have
free and ungrounded variables. In what way can we consider E a coalgebra?
Remark. Throughout this paper, we work with derived functors Fc de'ned by d →
F(c + d) and f → F(idc + f). It would have been possible to work with functors Gc
given by d → c+F(d) and f → idc+Ff. We would have obtained essentially the same
results, mutatis mutandis. We chose to work with Fc in [11] because it simpli'ed the
statement of the Parametric Corecursion Theorem 7 below. As it happens, later in this
paper we shall see a still simpler version.
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We also shall need the following result which gives a concrete 'nal Gc-coalgebra
from a 'nal Fc-coalgebra.
Proposition 4. Let ’c : Rc→ F(c+ Rc) be a 8nal Fc-coalgebra. Then idc+’c : c+ Rc→ c+
F(c + Rc) is a 8nal Gc-coalgebra.
Proof. Let f : a→ c+F(a). Then Ff : F(a)→ F(c+F(a)). By 'nality of ’c, let g : F(a)
→ Rc be such that ’c ◦ g= F(idc+g) ◦ Ff= F((idc+g) ◦f). So (idc+g) ◦f : a→ c+ Rc.
To check that this is a Gc-coalgebra morphism f→ idc + Rc, note that
(idc + ’c) ◦ ((idc + g) ◦ f) = (idc + (’c ◦ g)) ◦ f
= (idc + F((idc + g) ◦ f)) ◦ f
=Gc((idc + g) ◦ f) ◦ f:
For the uniqueness, suppose that h : a→ c+ Rc is also a coalgebra morphism h :f→ idc
+’c. That is (idc + Fh) ◦f=(idc + ’c) ◦ h. By Lambek’s Lemma, ’c is an isomor-
phism, and in particular it has an inverse. An easy calculation shows that we have
a morphism of Fc-coalgebras ’−1c ◦ Fh : Ff→ Rc, and hence that g=’−1 ◦ Fh. Then
h=(idc + ’−1c ) ◦ (idc + Fh) ◦f=(idc + g) ◦f.
3.1. Substitution and corecursion
As it usually appears, substitution is an easy consequence of initiality or recursion.
Here is the kind of formulation we have in mind. The set T of -terms is an ini-
tial algebra of the functor F=F. Moreover, for each set X , we can consider the
derived functor FX and its initial algebra T(X ). (As in the opening of Section 3, FX
is the functor d → F(X + d).) More precisely, let the initial algebra maps for T and
T(X ) be 0 and 0X , respectively. Now the initiality gives us the following principle:
for every map f :X →T there is a unique [f] :T(X )→T with the property that
0 ◦ [f] = F〈g; [f]〉◦ 0X .
In contrast to all of this, we need a formulation of substitution based on 'nality.
The basic idea is the same as the one mentioned above, except that we cannot de'ne
the function we need by recursion. Instead, we appeal to 'nality. We say in this case
that the substitution operation is de'ned by corecursion.
Here is our substitution principle:
Lemma 5 (Substitution, Moss [11]). Let f : a→ b+Rb. Then there is a unique [f] :
Ra→ Rb so that
F〈f; inrb ◦ [f]〉 ◦ ’a = ’b ◦ [f]: (12)
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Example 6. We again consider a signature functor on Set. Suppose that f : 2→ 3 + R3
is de'ned by f(0)= inl3(2), and f(1)= inl3(0). Then [f] : R3→ R2 takes an in'nite
-tree over 2 and changes some of the labels on the end nodes. If an end node is
labeled by 0; then the label is changed to 2; if the label is 1 then it is changed to 0:
Substitution also allows a change of an end node into a tree. For example, let t ∈ R3
be arbitrary. If g : 2→ 3 + R3 is i → inr3(t), then [g] takes each tree u∈ R2 and replaces
all of the end nodes of u by t.
Note that [f] and [g] work by 'nality (“corecursion”), not by recursion in the usual
sense. Corecursion and recursion are diLerent, since corecursive de'nitions have no
base case. One of the points of this paper is to show that nevertheless, they have the
same equational properties.
We also need the notion of a solution to a system of parametric equations. This is
supplied by the following result.
Theorem 7 (Parametric corecursion, Moss [11]). Let f : a→ a+ b. Then there is a
unique f† : a→ Rb so that f†= [〈 inrb ◦f†; inlb] ◦f:
Example 8. We illustrate how the Parametric Corecursion Theorem solves the system
v1 =〈f; v1; v2; v3 〉, v2 = 〈 g; v3; v2 〉. For this, we again work on Set with a signature
functor. Let a= {v1; v2} and b= {v3}. We’ll identify a+ b with a∪ b. We convert the
system itself into a map e : a→ a+ b. We take e to be
v1 → ’−1a+b(〈f; inla+b(v1); inla+b(v2); inla+b(v3)〉)
and v2 →’−1a+b( 〈g; inla+b(v3); inla+b(v2) 〉). Then the Parametric Corecursion Theorem
gives e† : a→ Rb so that e†= [〈 inr1 ◦ e†; inl1] ◦ e. Let t= e†(v1) and u= e†(v2). Then the




Morphism f : a→ b Function f : a→ b Function f : a→Mb
Identity morphism ida inla
Composition g ◦f g ◦f g? ◦f
Coproduct a + b Disjoint union, with Same a + b, with
5 : a→ a + b, 6 : b→ a + b M5 ◦ inla, M6 ◦ inlb
Pair 〈f; g 〉 De'nition by cases 〈f; g 〉 Same 〈f; g 〉
f + g 〈 5 ◦f; 6 ◦ g 〉 〈M5 ◦f;M6 ◦ g 〉
'xed-point equation for e† tells us that
t = ’−11 (〈f; inrb(t); inrb(u); inlb(v3)〉);
u = ’−11 (〈g; inlb(v3); inrb(u)〉):
(We have omitted some calculations based on Eq. (12).) Forgetting the coding ma-
chinery gives t=〈f; t; u; v3 〉, u= 〈g; v3; u 〉.
3.2. Kleisli triple structure and resulting category
We shall need three lemmas from [11].
Lemma 9. Consider inla : a→ a+ Ra. Then [inla] = id Ra.
Lemma 10. Let f : a→ b+ Rb and g : b→ c + Rc. Then [g] ◦ [f] = [〈g; inrc ◦ [g]〉◦f].
Let M be the operation taking the object a to Ma= a+ Ra. Let inl take a to the mor-
phism inla : a→Ma. Finally, for each f : a→Mb, let f? :Ma→Mb be 〈f; inrb ◦ [f] 〉.
Lemma 11. 〈M; inl;−? 〉 is a Kleisli triple. That is; inl?a = idMa; f? ◦ inla=f; and
f? ◦ g?=(f? ◦ g)?.
Proof. The 'rst point is by Lemma 9, the second is by the de'nition of f?, and the
last is a routine calculation using Lemma 10.
As a consequence, we get a new category, K, the Kleisli category of 〈M; inl;−? 〉.
K is described in terms of Set given in Table 1.
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The category properties of K are consequences of Lemma 11. Before we discuss
the additional structure on K, we mention that M extends to a functor as follows:
for f : b→ c, we take Mf to be (inlc ◦f)?. Again, the functoriality follows from
Lemma 11.
Proposition 12. If f : b→ c and g : a→Mb; then (Mf ◦ g)?=Mf ◦ g?.
Proof. (Mf ◦ g)?=((inlc ◦f)? ◦ g)?=(inlc ◦f)? ◦ g?=Mf ◦ g?.
Proposition 13. If f : a→ b and g : b→Mc; then g? ◦Mf=(g ◦f)?.
Proof. g? ◦ (inlb ◦f)?=(g? ◦ inlb ◦f)?=(g ◦f)?.
This coproduct operation in K is disjoint union, just as in Set. However, the injections
are diLerent. We check that the ones in the chart, M5 ◦ inla and M5 ◦ inlb, work. Note
that M5 ◦ inla : a→M (a+ b), and similarly for b. Suppose f : a→Mc and g : b→Mc
in Set. Consider 〈f; g〉: a + b→Mc. This has the property that 〈f; g 〉? ◦M5 ◦ inla=
〈f; g 〉? ◦ inla+b ◦ 5=〈f; g〉◦5=f, and similarly for 6 and b. For the uniqueness of
〈f; g 〉, suppose that h : a+b→Mc were such that h? ◦M5 ◦ inla=f and h? ◦M6 ◦ inlb
= g. Then h ◦ 5=f and h ◦ 6= g. So h=〈f; g 〉 by the coproduct properties of Set.
The + operation on morphisms is a bit diLerent in K then in sets. In any category
with products, if f : a→ b and g : c→d, then we de'ne f+g to be 〈 inl ◦f; inr ◦ g 〉; the
injections here are the evident ones into b+ d. In K, they are M5 ◦ inlb and M5 ◦ inld.
Note now that (M5 ◦ inlb)? ◦f=M5 ◦ inl?b ◦f=M5 ◦f. This is how we got the maps
in the bottom of the chart.
Example 14. We describe K for a signature functor on Set. A map f : a→ b assigns to
x∈ a either an element of b or a -tree-over-b. The identity on a assigns the element x
to x. The composition g ◦f takes x∈ a to the result of substituting in f(x) according
to g: if f(x) is a tree-over-b, its end nodes are replaced by trees over c. And if f(x)
is an element y∈ b, (g ◦f)x is g(y).
4. Extending the Parametric Corecursion Theorem
This Parametric Corecursion Theorem 7 gives a semantics for 'xed point terms
which do not involve equations with variables on the right-hand sides. But to interpret
FLR0, we certainly will need to consider such terms. This section presents the needed
strengthening of Theorem 7.
We shall be dealing with a map f : a→M (a+ b). We want f† : a→Mb to satisfy
a 'xed-point equation similar to the one in Theorem 7. There are two leading ideas
on how to get f†. First, suppose that f factors through inra+b, say as inra+b ◦ g. Then
we already have g† : a→ Rb for g. To avoid the notational confusion, let’s write g† as
g∗. In this situation, we should get f† as inrb ◦ g∗. Of course, all of this has to do
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with the special case when f factors through inra+b. In general, we need a second
idea, based on the groundedness analysis of Section 2.2. Lemma 1 gives some weak
conditions that any interpretation must satisfy. We axiomatize those conditions in the
de'nition of “candidate” below. Then we show an existence and uniqueness result that
extends the Parametric Corecursion Theorem. We begin with a semantic parallel to the
groundedness analysis.
Denition. Let f : a→M (a + b). Let  : a→ a + b and 7 : b→ a + b be the evident
injections. For each x∈ a, the f-sequence from x is the 'nite or in'nite sequence
y0; : : : ; yj; : : : so that y0 is the given x; and if yj is de'ned (and belongs to a), and if
f(yj) is of the form (inla+b ◦ )x′ for some x′ ∈ a, then yj+1 is de'ned and equals x′.
For each x∈ a, exactly one of the following statements holds:
(i) x is ungrounded for f : the f-sequence from x is in'nite.
(ii) x is grounded for f : the f-sequence from x is 'nite, say y0; : : : ; yr = x∗.
And here we have two subcases:
(a) f(x∗)= (inla+b ◦ 7)z for some z ∈ b.
(b) f(x∗)= inra+b(w) for some w∈ a+ b.
We write c for {x∈ a : (∃w∈ a+ b)f(x)= inra+b(w)}. This set is the set of f-proper
elements of a. Note that every proper element of a is grounded, but not conversely.
We write i : c→ a for the inclusion.
Denition. Let f : a→M (a + b), let  and 7 be as above, and let ⊥∈Mb. A map
fˆ : a→Mb is a candidate ( for f†) if the following hold:
(i) If x is ungrounded for f, then fˆ(x)=⊥.
(ii) If f(x)= (inla+b ◦ )y, then fˆ(x)= fˆ(y).
(iii) If f(x)= (inla+b ◦ 7)z, then fˆ(x)= inlb(z).
The overall idea for f† is that f ◦ i factors through inra+b. So again, we can use the
Parametric Corecursion Theorem 7 to de'ne the action of f† on c. For the elements
of a which are not f-proper, the de'nition of a candidate tells us how f† should
behave.
Proposition 15. Let c⊆ a be the set of f-proper elements. If fˆ and gˆ are candidates
for f† which agree on c; then fˆ= gˆ.
Proof. fˆ and gˆ agree on the ungrounded elements. For the grounded ones, we show
by induction on r that if the f-sequence for x has length r, then fˆ(x)= gˆ(x).
Theorem 16. Let f : a→M (a+b); and let ⊥∈Mb. Then there is a unique f† : a→Mb
with the following two properties:
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(i) f†=〈f†; inlb〉?◦f :
(ii) If u∈ a is ungrounded for f; then f†(u)=⊥.
Proof. Let c⊆ a be the set of f-proper elements. Let i : c→ a be the inclusion, and let
5 : c→ c + b and 6 : b→ c + b be the evident injections. Let f0 : c→
a+ b be such that
f ◦ i = inra+b ◦f0: (13)




M6(⊥) if x is ungrounded for f;
(inlc+b ◦ 6)z if f(x∗) = (inla+b ◦ 7)z;
(inlc+b ◦ 5)x∗ if f(x∗) = inra+b(w):
Let h= 〈g; inlc+b ◦ 6〉. So [h] : a+ b→ c + b, and [h] ◦f0 : c→ c + b.
By the Parametric Corecursion Theorem, let k : c→ Rb be such that
k = [〈inrb ◦ k; inlb〉] ◦ [h] ◦f0
= [〈inrb ◦ k; inlb〉? ◦ h] ◦f0
= [〈〈inrb ◦ k; inlb〉? ◦ g; inlb〉] ◦f0:
(14)




⊥ if x is ungrounded for f;
inlb(z) if f(x∗) = (inla+b ◦ 7)z;
(inrb ◦ k)x∗ if f(x∗) = inra+b(w):
We show that f† satis'es the 'xed point equation f†= 〈f†; inlb〉? ◦f, and then that
it is the only map with the two properties required by this theorem.
Clearly f† is a candidate, and we next check that 〈f†; inlb〉? ◦f is also a candi-
date. We write f′ for this map. First, let x; y∈ a be such that f(x)= (inla+b ◦ )y.
Then f′(x)= (〈f†; inlb〉? ◦ inla+b ◦ )y=f†(y). Now if x is ungrounded for f, so
is y; hence f′(x)=⊥ in this case. And if x is grounded for f, then so is y; and
x∗=y∗. So f′(x)=f†(y)=f†(y∗)=f†(x∗). For the same reason, f′(y)=f†(y∗).
So f′(x)=f′(y). Finally, if f(x)=(inla+b◦7)z, then f′(x)=(〈f†; inlb〉 ◦ 7)z= inlb(z).
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At this point we know that f† and 〈f†; inlb〉? ◦f are candidates.
Claim. If fˆ is any candidate; then 〈fˆ ◦ i; inlb〉? ◦ g= fˆ.
Proof. Write h for 〈fˆ ◦ i; inlb〉. When x∈ a is ungrounded for f, (h? ◦ g)x=(h? ◦M6)
⊥= inl?b (⊥)=⊥= fˆ(x). If f(x∗)= (inla+b ◦ 7)z, then (h? ◦ g)x=(〈fˆ ◦ i; inlb〉 ◦ 7)z=
inlb(z)= fˆ(x) again. If f(x∗)= inra+b(w), then (h? ◦ g)x=(〈fˆ ◦ i; inlb〉 ◦ 5)x∗= fˆ(x∗)
= fˆ(x).
This claim applies in particular to f†. We want to show that f† satis'es the 'xed-
point equation, and this reduces to showing that f† ◦ i= 〈f†; inlb〉? ◦f ◦ i. This is
veri'ed as follows:
f† ◦ i = inrb ◦ k by de'nition of f†
= inrb ◦ [〈〈f† ◦ i; inlb〉? ◦ g; inlb〉] ◦ f0 by (14)
= inrb ◦ [〈f†; inlb〉] ◦ f0 by the claim
= 〈f†; inlb〉? ◦ inra+b ◦ f0 by de'nition of 〈f†; inlb〉?
= 〈f†; inlb〉? ◦ f ◦ i by (13):
We conclude by checking the uniqueness of f†. Suppose that f‡= 〈f‡; inlb〉? ◦f, and
that f‡(x)=⊥ for x ungrounded. To check that f‡ is a candidate is easy, and we omit
the details. By the claim above, 〈f‡ ◦ i; inlb〉? ◦ g= 〈f‡; inlb〉. Also, f‡ ◦ i= 〈f‡; inlb〉?
◦ inra+b ◦f0 = [〈f‡; inlb〉] ◦f0. It follows that
[〈f‡; inlb〉] ◦ f0 = [〈f‡ ◦ i; inlb〉? ◦ g] ◦ f0
= [〈inrb ◦ [〈f‡; inlb〉] ◦ f0; inlb〉? ◦ g] ◦ f0:
By uniqueness of k, we see that k = [〈f‡; inlb〉] ◦f0. And now f‡ ◦ i= inrb ◦ [〈f‡; inlb〉]
◦f0 = inrb ◦ k =f† ◦ i. By Proposition 15, f‡=f†.
We conclude by returning to the discussion at the beginning of this section. Let
g : a→ a+ b. So f= inra+b ◦ g : a→Mb, and this map has no ungrounded elements.
By Theorem 7, let g∗ : a→ Rb be such that [〈inrb ◦ g∗; inlb〉] ◦ g= g∗. We want to check
that f†= inrb ◦ g∗. That is, inrb ◦ g∗ satis'es the de'ning equation of (inra+b ◦ g)†. And
for this, we calculate inrb ◦ g∗= inrb ◦ [〈inrb ◦ g∗; inlb〉] ◦ g= 〈inrb ◦ g∗; inlb〉? ◦ inra+b ◦ g.
4.1. Let + denote addition
We are going to be interested in a version of Theorem 16 where, instead of arbitrary
sets a and b, we have natural numbers n and m, and where instead of the coproduct
a + b (that is, the disjoint union) we have the natural number sum n + m. We need
some notation that distinguishes these two operations in this section only. We write
n ⊕ m for the coproduct, with injections l and r. If f : n→ a and g :m→ a, then we
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write (f; g) : n⊕ m→ a for the unique map such that (f; g) ◦ l=f and (f; g) ◦ r= g.
Let 5 : n→ n+ m be the inclusion, and let 6 :m→ n+ m be j → n + j. Write  for
(5; 6) : n⊕ m→ n+ m. This  is a bijection, and let 7= −1. For any f and g as
above, write 〈f; g〉 for (f; g) ◦ 7.
Theorem 17. Let f : n→M (n+ m); and let ⊥∈Mm. Then there is a unique f† :
n→Mm with the following two properties:
(i) f†= 〈f†; inlm〉? ◦f:
(ii) If u∈ n is ungrounded for f; then f†(u)=⊥.
Here n+ m is the natural number sum of n and m; and 〈f†; inlm〉 : n+ m→Mm.
Proof. Note that M7 ◦f : n→M (n⊕m). So by Theorem 16, we have a unique f† : n
→Mm so that f†=(f†; inlm)? ◦M7 ◦f, and also f†(u)=⊥ for ungrounded u. Then
f†=((f†; inlm)◦7)?◦f=〈f†;inlm〉?◦f. The uniqueness of f† is similar, using .
The reason why we need this particular formulation as opposed to our earlier one
will be clear from the semantics of recursion terms presented in the next section. Of
course, we could have skipped Theorem 17 and just presented Theorem 16. But the
overload of + might have been confusing, and Theorem 16 is more general anyway.
In the remainder of this paper, we use m, n, and p to denote natural numbers. When
we write n+m, for example, we mean addition rather than disjoint union. Of course,
addition is itself a coproduct on N , and the numbers notation 〈f; g〉 will be used with
the meaning above. We can read all of the previous results of this paper by making
this slight change in the meaning of the notation and thus avoid re-writing everything.
Henceforth, when we quote a Parametric Corecursion Theorem, we always will be
quoting Theorem 17.
5. FLR0 structures derived from functors on sets
Let  be a signature. We shall de'ne a family R of set-theoretic interpretations of
FLR0(). Each interpretation (;) in R has n=Mn(= n+ Rn). Each denotation map
 is determined by some rank-preserving map 0 :→ and some choice of ⊥∈M0.
Before we can say exactly what the structures in R are, we discuss how 0 and ⊥
contribute to , and present some related material.
The rank-preserving 0 is called a pre-denotation. It is used to interpret the function
symbols in . Recall also that in an FLR0 structure, the elements of each n are also
taken to be function symbols of arity n. We therefore extend 0 to ∪ by taking
0(a)= a for a∈n.
As in the previous section, we shall use ⊥∈ R0 in the semantics of recursion terms
because those terms in general contain ungrounded variables. But note a diLerence:
whenever we apply Theorem 17 we use as ⊥ some 'xed element of Mm (not R0). So
we 'rst discuss how to use ⊥∈ R0 to get ⊥n ∈Mn for each n. 0= ∅ is initial in Set.
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For any set a, let !n : 0→ a be the empty function, the unique function from 0 to a.
We set
⊥n = (M !n ◦ inr0)⊥: (15)
Incidentally, the notation (;) does not mention the ⊥. When we want to recover
the ⊥, we call it the ungroundedness scapegoat of (;).
Proposition 18. If g : n→Mp; then g?(⊥n)=⊥p.
Proof. By initiality, g ◦ !n= !Mp. Also, M !p=M !p ◦ inl?0 = (M !p ◦ inl0)?=(!Mp)?. So
g?(⊥n)= ((g ◦ !n)? ◦ inr0)⊥=((!Mp)? ◦ inr0)⊥=(M !p ◦ inr0)⊥=⊥p.
The denotation maps: 0 and ⊥ determine a denotation  in the following way:
(x1; : : : ; xm)xi = inlm(i − 1);
(x1; : : : ; xm)f(E1; : : : ; En)= s∗(0(f)), where f is n-ary, and s : n→Mm is given by
s(i)=(˜x )Ei+1.
(x1; : : : ; xm)E0 where {y1 =E1; : : : ; yn=En} is
〈s†; inlm〉∗((y˜; x˜ )E0);
where s : n→M (m+ n) is given by s(i)=(y˜; x˜ )Ei+1, so that s† :n→Mm and 〈s†;
inlm〉 : n+ m→Mm.
In the second clause, s∗ is the extension of s de'ned just before Lemma 11. The
second clause deals with f from the signature , and note that we have used the
pre-interpretation 0. The third clauses uses the dagger operation of Theorem 17. In
connection with that clause, we must make a provision to cover the case when the
sequence y˜; x˜ has repeated elements. (This matter comes up whenever one de'nes an
interpretation.) We deal with this case in the following way: Let w1; : : : ; wk be the
subsequence of x˜ containing the variables which occur in y˜. Let z˜ be the sequence x˜
with wi replaced by the ith variable (in the natural order) which is not among the x’s or
y’s. Then y˜ and z˜ have no overlaps, and we set the value to be 〈s†; inlm〉∗((y˜; z˜ )E0),
where s : n→M (m+ n) is given by s(i)=(y˜; z˜ )Ei+1.
Theorem 19. For each rank-preserving 0 :→; (;) is a normal FLR0 structure
and satis8es the Recursion Inference rule.
Theorem 19 could be proved from 'rst principles. However, this would be rather
long since there are three compositionality conditions, three identities, and the Recur-
sion Inference rule; and one would have to prove preliminary results relating term
substitution and the semantics. For this reason, we want to present a proof which is
shorter, though it does depend on a result taken from another paper. This is the equiv-
alence between iteration theories and normal FLR0 structures satisfying the Recursion
Inference rule which was established in [7]. We discuss this in Section 6 below. That
is, we shall show explicitly how to take a functor F on sets and a choice of ⊥∈M0,
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we can obtain an iteration theory T(F); from this and a pre-denotation, we obtain an
FLR0() structure following the work of [7]. The point is that the structures obtained
in this way are, up to isomorphism, the ones which we described in this section. Before
we turn to all of the work on iteration theories, we present examples of the ultimate
FLR0 structures.
5.1. Example: signature functors
Perhaps the most basic example of a 'nal coalgebra interpretation comes from a
signature functor F on Set. Fix a signature  throughout this section.
We have already mentioned that the elements of Rn are our versions of 'nite and
in'nite trees whose nodes are either functional nodes or end nodes. We identify the
end nodes with the 'rst n variables v1; : : : ; vn. To get an FLR0() structure, we need
to supply an ungroundedness scapegoat ⊥∈ R0 and also a pre-denotation 0. For the
moment, we shall not specify the ⊥. That is, any ⊥ will do. Below we address the
question of what the most natural choice for ⊥ would be.
For the pre-denotation 0, we take the rank-preserving map given by
0(f) = (inrn ◦ ’−1n )〈f; inln(0); : : : ; inln(n− 1)〉:
The point of this comes when we evaluate (˜x )f(A1; : : : ; An), where A1; : : : ; An are any
terms, and x˜= x1; : : : ; xp is a tuple containing all free variables in it. The semantics is
de'ned in terms of s : n→Mp given by s(i)=(˜x )Ai+1. And then
(˜x )f(A˜) = s?(0(f))
= (s? ◦ inrn ◦ ’−1n )〈f; inln(0); : : : ; inln(n− 1)〉
= (inrp ◦ [s] ◦ ’−1n )〈f; inln(0); : : : ; inln(n− 1)〉
= (inrp ◦ ’−1p ) ◦ F〈s; inrp ◦ [s]〉〈f; inln(0); : : : ; inln(n− 1)〉
= (inrp ◦ ’−1p )〈f; s(0); : : : ; s(n− 1)〉
= (inrp ◦ ’−1p )〈f; (˜x )A1; : : : ; (˜x )An〉:
The point of this calculation is that we have reconstructed the semantics of the 'xed
point terms from the beginning of this paper. To elaborate on this point, here are some
concrete examples of the FLR0 semantics:
(i) ()v1 where {v1 = f(v1)}. Note that the term in question has no free variables,
and the sequence inside the  is empty. So we should get an element of M0.
The semantics will give us a tree t such that t= 〈f; t〉, coded as an element of
M0. The f being unary, it is convenient to think of t as a stream of f’s.
(ii) (v1; v2; v3)v3 = inl3(2). We naturally identify this with v3 itself.
(iii) (v3)v3 = inl3(0). It might seem strange to think that the meaning of v3 should
be v1. But this renormalization of variables is not so strange when one sees v3
as the 'rst variable in the list (v3).
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(iv) (v1; v2; v3)v1 where {v1 = f(v1; v2; v3); v2 = g(v3; v2)}. To calculate the seman-
tics we 'rst consider s : 2→M (3 + 2)=M5 given by s(0)=(v1; v2; v4; v5; v3)
f(v1; v2; v3), and s(1)=(v1; v2; v4; v5; v3)g(v3; v2). (The list v1; v2; v4; v5; v3
comes from the end of FLR0 semantics in the previous section.) Now s(0)
is (inr3 ◦’−13 )〈f; v1; v2; v5〉, and s(1) is (inr3 ◦’−13 )〈g; v5; v2〉. Then we consider
s† : 2→M3. Let s†(0)= inr3(t) and s†(1)= inr3(u). Then t and u satisfy the equa-
tions t= 〈f; t; u; inl3(2)〉= 〈f; t; u; v3〉, u= 〈g; v3; u〉. Finally, the value we are in-
terested in is
〈s†; inl3〉?(v1; v2; v4; v5; v3)v1 = 〈s†; inl3〉?inl5(0)= s†(0)= inr3(t):
Compare our work here with Example 8. The source of the diLerences is that
there we worked is the disjoint union of sets of variables, and here we have the
sum of natural numbers.
The ungroundedness scapegoat: What is the most natural choice for ⊥ for the sig-
nature functor? The intuition is that ⊥ should be the solution to x where {x= x}. So
this should be a completely new tree, unrelated to . The easiest way to get this is
to pass from  to a new signature  + ⊥. This is  with a new constant symbol ⊥.
Let F be the signature functor for this signature. The pre-denotation  is then de'ned
exactly as above. We take ’−10 〈⊥〉 to be the scapegoat, where ⊥ is the symbol in the
expanded signature. (Recall that for all sets a, 〈⊥〉∈Fa.)
We conclude with a calculation which will be used in Section 7. As always, we
de'ne ⊥n for each natural number n by Eq. (15) of Section 5. Note that ⊥n=(M !n ◦
inr0 ◦’−10 )〈⊥〉=(inrn ◦ [!Mn] ◦’−10 )〈⊥〉=(inrn◦’−1n ◦FM !n)〈⊥〉. But for all g, Fg〈⊥〉
= 〈⊥〉; this is a consequence of the way the signature functor F is de'ned on mor-
phisms. We conclude that for all n, ⊥n=(inrn ◦’−1n )〈⊥〉.
5.2. Example: the 8nite power set functor
As another example, let ⊥ be any set, and let F(a)=P'n(a) + {⊥}, where P'n(a)
is the 'nite power set functor. To have a 'nal coalgebra for this functor in a con-
venient way, it makes sense to assume the Antifoundation Axiom in the underlying
set theory. Then Rn for this functor be taken to be the largest family of sets satisfying
Rn=P'n(n+ Rn) + {⊥}, and ’n : Rn→P'n(n+ Rn) + {⊥} the identity map on Rn. We are
going to suppress mention of ’n and all of the related apparatus in the rest of this
example.
Although we could consider an arbitrary signature and study various interpretations,
it is also natural here to stipulate that  contains a single n-ary function symbol fn for
each n.  is fn → {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}∈ Rn. Finally, we take the ungroundedness scapegoat
to be ’−10 (⊥).
Here are some examples of how the semantics works:
(i) ()x where {x= x}=⊥.
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(ii) (˜x )fk(A1; : : : ; Ak)= {(˜x )A1; : : : ; (˜x )Ak}. In particular, ()f0 = ∅.
(iii) (v1)v2 where {v2 = f3(v1; v2; v3); v3 = v3}, is the unique set a satisfying a=
{a; v1;⊥}.
6. Iteration theories derived from functors on sets
Section 5 showed how to take a functor F on Set (satisfying our overall assumption
that we have a parametric corecursion system on sets), a pre-denotation 0, and a
choice of ⊥∈M0, and to obtain from these an FLR0 structure. Actually, the proof that
we actually got a structure with the right properties was delayed until this section. The
work of this section is to take a functor F on Set and some ⊥∈M0, we shall de'ne an
iteration theory T=T(F;⊥). We shall give complete veri'cations here. And then in
Section 6.6 we recall how to convert iteration theories and pre-denotations into FLR0
structures; the details are taken from [7]. We then observe that the FLR0 structures
obtained from the conversion are exactly the structures from Section 5.
An iteration theory is an algebraic theory equipped with a dagger operation satisfying
a set of equational axioms. The standard reference on iteration theories is Bloom and
,Esik [3]. We should mention that the axiom system we verify which is not among the
many equivalent systems studied in [3], but our set of axioms is yet another equivalent
system. We shall go into greater detail on all of this in the course of the construction
which we now begin.
The category T: Recall from Section 3.2 that we have K, the Kleisli category of the
triple 〈M; inl; ?〉. The natural numbers are objects of K. Let T be the full subcategory
of K determined by the natural numbers.
The algebraic theory structure: First, we recall the simplest algebraic theory in
order to remind the reader about the concept and to introduce some notation. For each
n∈N and 0 6 i¡n, let in : 1→ n be 0 → i − 1. These make n the n-fold coproduct
of 1: for all n all sets a and all f1; : : : ; fn : 1→ a, there is a unique 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 : n→ a
so that for all i, 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 ◦ in=fi. Indeed, let 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 be i →fi+1(0). Then for
each i 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 ◦ in=fi. The uniqueness of 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 is easy. The collection of the
maps in give T the structure of an algebraic theory.
To de'ne the algebraic theory structure on T, we let in in T be the Set-morphism
inln ◦ in. We show that n is the n-fold coproduct of 1. Let f1; : : : ; fn : 1→m in T,
so that fi : 1→Mm in Set. Let 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 be the same function in Set. To check
that this works means showing that in T, 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 ◦ in=fi. We calculate in Set:
〈f1; : : : ; fn〉? ◦ inln ◦ in= 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 ◦ in=fi. The uniqueness of 〈f1; : : : ; fn〉 is easy, and
we omit it.
Therefore, we have an algebraic theory T at this point. (We might note as well
that 11 = id1: both are given explicitly as inl1 : 1→M1. This is a common normalizing
assumption on algebraic theories.)
In any algebraic theory, n+m is a coproduct of n and m. If f : n→p and g :m→p
in T, then 〈f; g〉 : n+ m→p may be de'ned in terms of f, g, and the algebraic theory
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structure. Tracing through all of the relevant de'nitions, we get exactly the map de'ned
with the same notation in Section 4.1.
The dagger operation: Iteration theories are algebraic theories equipped with a dag-
ger operation on the morphisms. This takes some f : n→ n+ m in the theory and
returns some f† : n→m. The dagger operation must be total. To have an iteration
theory, a number of conditions on the dagger must be satis'ed.
For each f : n→ n+m of our theory T, we let f† : n→m be given by Theorem 17
and our choice of ⊥m from Eq. (15).
(Theorem 17 de'nes f† from a choice of some ⊥∈Mm. This ⊥ is completely
arbitrary in the theorem. But we shall need some connection between the diLerent ⊥m
for n∈N , and the easiest way to set this up is just what we have done: we 'xed ⊥∈ R0
and then de'ned ⊥n from it in a canonical way. The connection that we need is given
in Proposition 18.)
Veri8cation of the iteration theory properties: At this point, we have a pre-iteration
theory, that is, a theory T with a dagger operation. We need to check that T satis'es
three identities and one implication:
The 8xed point identity: For all f : n→ n+ p, 〈f†; idp〉? ◦f=f†.
The pairing identity: For f : n→ n+ m+ p and g :m→ n+ m+ p,
〈f; g〉† = 〈〈h; idp〉? ◦ f†; h†〉;
where h :m→m+ p is 〈f†; idm+p〉? ◦ g.
The parameter identity: For f : n→ n+p and g :p→ q, ((idn+g)? ◦f)†= g? ◦f†.
The functorial dagger implication for base morphisms: Let f :m→m + p, g : n→
n+p, and h :m→ n be a base morphism. Suppose that (h+ idp) ◦f= g ◦ h. Then, f†
=(g†)? ◦ h.
Remark. The axioms above correspond to those of FLR0 in the following ways: the
'xed point identity (of iteration theories) corresponds to the Fixed Point identity of
FLR0. The pairing identity corresponds to the BekiOc–Scott identity, the parameter iden-
tity is implicit in FLR0. Further, the functorial dagger identity for base morphisms
corresponds to the Recursion Inference rule.
The axiomatization above does not seem to be a well-known one for iteration the-
ories, but it equationally implies the following standard axiomatization: the pairing,
commutative, and left and right zero identities (see p. 161 of [3]). The commutative
identity follows from the functorial dagger implication and the algebraic theory prop-
erties (see [3, p. 177, Proposition 3:5]). The right zero identity follows easily from the
parameter identity (p. 131, Proposition 3:11). The 'xed-point identity easily implies
the left zero identity. In the other direction, our axioms follow from the standard ones.
So the two axiom systems are equivalent.
On notation: it should be noted that Bloom and ,Esik write f · g for what we write
as g ◦f. We would have followed their notation in this section, but this might have
confused some readers.
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The remainder of this section presents detailed veri'cations of the identities and
implication above. In each case, we 'rst translate back from T to Set, and so all our
calculations are in Set.
6.1. The 8xed point identity
Let f : n→M (n + p). We must check that f†= 〈f†; inlp〉? ◦f. Of course, this is
part of Theorem 17.
6.2. The pairing identity
We begin with f : n→M (n+m+p) and g :m→M (n+m+p), and from these we
take h to be 〈f†; inlm+p〉? ◦ g. We need to verify two things:
(a) 〈〈h†; inlp〉? ◦f†; h†〉= 〈〈〈h†; inlp〉? ◦f†; h†〉; inlp〉? ◦ 〈f; g〉.
(b) If x is ungrounded for 〈f; g〉, then 〈〈h†; inlp〉 ◦f†; h†〉x=⊥p.
Let k = 〈〈h†; inlp〉? ◦f†; h†〉. Then point (a) reduces to the following two identities:
〈h†; inlp〉? ◦ f† = 〈k; inlp〉? ◦ f;
h† = 〈k; inlp〉? ◦ g: (16)
The key observation is that
〈h†; inlp〉? ◦ 〈f†; inlm+p〉? = (〈h†; inlp〉? ◦ 〈f†; inlm+p〉)?
= 〈〈h†; inlp〉? ◦ f†; 〈h†; inlp〉? ◦ inlm+p〉?
= 〈k; inlp〉?:
Now consider the diagram below.
The triangle at the bottom commutes by our calculation just above. The triangle on
the left commutes by the de'nition of f†, and the triangle with vertices m, M (m+p)
and Mp commutes by de'nition of h†. Thus the triangle on the right commutes, and
this is the second equation of (16). The 'rst equation of (16) is easy to see from the
'gure also.
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This concludes the veri'cation of (a). For (b), let x be ungrounded for 〈f; g〉.
Suppose that the 〈f; g〉-sequence for x is
x = x0; x1; y1; y2; y3; x2; y4; x3; x4; x5; y2; : : : :
(We omit all injections into n+ m to make things more readable. Instead, we use the
x variables for members of n and the y’s for m.) Then we tabulate the values of the
relevant functions as follows:
x0 x1 y1 y2 y3 x2 y4 x3 x4 x5 y2
g y2 y3 x2 x3 y3
f† y1 y1 y4 y2 y2 y2
h y2 y3 y1 y2 y3
h† ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p
〈h†; inlp〉? ◦ f† ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p
k ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p ⊥p
Notice that g is de'ned on the y’s and shifts things forward by one value. On the
other hand, f† takes one of the x’s, say xi, and returns the 'rst y in the sequence
which follows xi. Further, recall that h= 〈f; inlm+p〉? ◦ g; the interesting thing to look
at is h(y4)=f†(x3)=y2. One sees then that all of the y’s are ungrounded for h, and
thus h† is ⊥ on all of them. This observation leads to the line for 〈h†; inlp〉? ◦f†, and
from this we see that k takes the value ⊥p on all of the values shown. In particular,
k(x)= k(x0)=⊥p.
The general case is more complicated only because of the notation. We also need to
consider the cases when the cycle contains only x’s, and when it contains only y’s. Here
is the case of all x’s: note that f†(xi)=⊥m+p for all i. Then (〈h†; inlp〉? ◦f†)xi =⊥p,
by Proposition 18. Thus k(xi)=⊥p for all i. In the case of all y’s, note that h(yi)=yi+1.
So h†(yi)=⊥p for all i. And thus k(yi)=⊥p. This concludes the work on the pairing
identity.
6.3. The parameter identity
We start with f : n→M (n + p) and g :p→Mq. Now, idn + g : n + p→M (n + q)
in K is
〈M5 ◦ inln;M6 ◦ g〉;
where 5 : n→ n+ q and 6 : q→ n+ q are the evident injections. We write idn + g as h.
So we must check that
(h? ◦ f)† = g? ◦ f†:
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Notice 'rst that
〈g? ◦ f†; inlq〉? ◦ h
= 〈〈g? ◦ f†; inlq〉? ◦M5 ◦ inln; 〈g? ◦ f†; inlq〉? ◦M6 ◦ g〉
= 〈(〈g? ◦ f†; inlq〉 ◦ 5)? ◦ inln; 〈(g? ◦ f†; inlq〉 ◦ 6)? ◦ g〉
= 〈(g? ◦ f†)? ◦ inln; inl?q ◦ g〉
= 〈g? ◦ f†; g〉:
We have used Proposition 12 here. By this calculation,
〈g? ◦ f†; inlq〉? ◦ h? = (〈g? ◦ f†; inlq〉? ◦ h)?
= 〈g? ◦ f†; g〉?
= 〈g? ◦ f†; g? ◦ inlp〉?
= (g? ◦ 〈f†; inlp〉)?
= g? ◦ 〈f†; inlp〉?
and therefore
〈g? ◦ f†; inlq〉? ◦ h? ◦ f= g? ◦ 〈f†; inlp〉? ◦ f
= g? ◦ f†:
This veri'es that g? ◦f† satis'es the de'ning equation for (h? ◦f)†. It remains
to check that if x is ungrounded for h? ◦f, then (g? ◦f†)x=⊥q. But note that
if x is ungrounded for h? ◦f, then x must be ungrounded for f itself. (This fol-
lows easily from the de'nition of h.) So f†(x)=⊥p. And thus by Proposition 18,
(g? ◦f†)x= g?(⊥p)=⊥q.
6.4. The functorial dagger implication for base morphisms
Let f :m→M (m+p) and g : n→M (n+p). Let h :m→Mn be a base morphism; this
means that h= inln ◦ h0 for some h0 :m→ n. Suppose that 〈M5 ◦ h;M6 ◦ inlp〉? ◦f=
g?◦ h= g ◦ h0.
We must check that f†=(g†)? ◦ h; this last is g† ◦ h0. First, we show g† ◦ h0 satis'es
the recursion equation for f†. That is g† ◦ h0 = 〈g† ◦ h0; inlp〉? ◦f.
g† ◦ h0 = 〈g†; inlp〉? ◦ g ◦ h0
= 〈g†; inlp〉? ◦ 〈M5 ◦ h;M6 ◦ inlp〉? ◦ f
= (〈g†; inlp〉? ◦ 〈M5 ◦ h;M6 ◦ inlp〉)? ◦ f
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= 〈(g†)? ◦ h; inl?p ◦ inlp〉? ◦ f
= 〈g† ◦ h0; inlp〉? ◦ f:
Second, suppose x is ungrounded for f. Then the assumption that 〈M5 ◦ h;M6 ◦ inlp〉?
◦f= g ◦ h0 implies that h0(x) is ungrounded for g. Therefore g†(h0(x))=⊥p, as
desired.
6.5. Another approach to the iteration theory proof
We proved that T is an iteration theory by verifying all of the required properties.
There is another approach to this that calls on fewer direct veri'cations and instead ap-
peals to results on iteration theories. For the bene't of the reader familiar with that, we
outline the details. First, one can use the Parametric Corecursion Theorem 7 to directly
de'ne an iterative theory structure on T. One only needs to check that f : n→m+ Rm is
ideal iL it factors through inrm. We take the iterative theory structure and a morphism
⊥ : 1→ 0 of T (this last is essentially an element of R0). We use the result of Bloom
et al. [2] to now extend the dagger operation to a pointed iteration theory. This then
automatically satis'es the functorial dagger identity for base morphisms as well, by a
known result.
This approach is obviously shorter than what we have done (and the paper originally
followed it). One can go on to prove that the extended dagger must satisfy Theorem 17.
What seems to be lost is the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 17. And for this, we
seem to need the groundedness analysis and the full proof of Theorem 16. Moreover,
if one takes the shorter route than it is impossible to present the FLR0 semantics of
Section 5 without the detour into iteration theories. That is, the shortcut would be less
informative. For all of these reasons, we decided to present things as we did.
Aczel et al. [1] have also proved that parametric corecursion systems give rise to
iterative theories. Their construction uses a slightly diLerent formulation than ours (they
basically use the functors Gp de'ned before Proposition 4), but their results are, in our
terms, versions of substitution and parametric corecursion. Their paper goes on to prove
additional results on the categorical aspects of the iterative theory construction which
seem to go in a diLerent direction than this paper and [11].
6.6. Conversion of iteration theories to FLR0()-structures
In [7] we 'nd a general construction taking an iteration theory and a pre-denotation
into it and obtaining an FLR0()-structure (:;). Here is how it works: Let S be
any iteration theory. Let the ranked set : be given by :n= S(1; n); this is the set of
morphisms from 1 to n in S. Let  :→: be a rank-preserving map; this is then a
pre-denotation. The denotation map  is given as follows:
(x1; : : : ; xm)xi = im;
(x1; : : : ; xm)f(E1; : : : ; En)= 〈(˜x)E1; : : : ; (˜x)En〉 ◦(f);
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(x1; : : : ; xm)E0 where {y1 =E1; : : : ; yn=En} is
(y˜; x˜)E0 · 〈〈(y˜; x˜)E1; : : : ; (y˜; x˜)En〉†; idm〉:
In the 'nal clause, we again have the matter of repeated variables in y˜; x˜. We deal
with this just in Section 5, by replacing repeated x’s by fresh variables.
Theorem 20. For each rank-preserving 0 :→:; (:;) is a normal FLR0 structure
and satis8es the Recursion Inference rule.
Proof. The proof is outlined in the appendix of [7]. The sketch there unfortunately
omits the soundness of the Recursion Inference rule, and this takes an argument. One
can be found in [13], based on the connection of the functorial dagger implication for
all base morphisms and the Recursion Inference rule.
Proof of Theorem 19. At long last, we can return to prove the result that lead to our
detour into iteration theories. To recapitulate the situation: We have a 'xed functor
F in mind throughout the discussion. F is assumed to give a parametric corecursion
system and therefore a Kleisli triple 〈M; inl; ?〉. We also 'x a each rank-preserving
0 :→ and some ⊥∈M0. We use ⊥ in connection with Theorem 17 to give a
semantics of FLR0(), using 0 in the semantics of function application. We gave a
direct description of a structure (;) from all of this.
We also gave an iteration theory T= T(F;⊥) using just the ⊥, and we veri'ed all
the properties. Now as in the beginning of this section, let : be the ranked set given
by :n= T(1; n). Notice that :n is not the same as n, since :n is the set of functions
from 1= {0} to n. Let ; ::→ be the rank-preserving map which takes f : 1→Mn
to its value at 0. Then ; is a bijection. Note that for f : 1→Mn and g : n→Mm,
;m(g? ◦f)= g?(;n(f)).
Let 1 :→: be ;−1 ◦0. Then 1 is rank-preserving. The de'nition earlier in this
section shows how to extend 1 to an FLR0()-denotation which we shall call ′ in
the discussion below. The next lemma is penultimate step in showing that (;) is
normal and satis'es the Recursion Inference rule.
Lemma 21. For all terms E of FLR0() and all lists x˜ of variables containing the
free variables of E; ;(′(˜x)E)=(˜x)E.
Proof. By induction on E. For the variables, ;(′(˜x)xi)= ;(im)= inlm(i− 1)=(˜x)xi.
Consider a function-application term f(E1; : : : ; En). Let s : n→Mm be given by s(i)=
(˜x)Ei+1. Let t : n→Mm be 〈′(˜x)E1; : : : ; ′(˜x)En〉. By induction hypothesis and
the de'nition of the tupling operation of K, s= t. Then ;(′(˜x)f(E˜))= ;(t∗ ◦′(f))=
t?(;(1(f))= t?(0(f))= s∗(0(f))=(˜x)f(E˜).
Finally, consider a recursion term E ≡ E0 where {y1 =E1; : : : ; yn=En}. Let a=′
(y˜; x˜)E0 and b=(y˜; x˜)E0. Let s : n→M (m + n) be given by s(i)=(y˜; x˜)Ei+1, so
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that (˜x)E is 〈s†; inlm〉∗(a). Also, let
t = 〈′(y˜; x˜)E1; : : : ; ′(y˜; x˜)En〉:
Again, the induction hypothesis tells us that t= s and ;(a)= b. Therefore,
;(′(˜x)E) = ;(〈t†; inlm〉? ◦ a) = 〈t†; inlm〉?(;(a)) = 〈s†; inlm〉?(b) = (˜x)E:
This completes the proof.
Now let A=B be an axiom of FLR0(). Let x˜ be a list of variables containing
the free variables of this equation. By Theorem 20, ′(˜x)A=′(˜x)B. But then by
Lemma 21, (˜x)A= i(′(˜x)A)= i(′(˜xB))=(˜x)A. This shows that (;) satis'es
the required identities of FLR0(). The Recursion Inference rule is treated similarly.
7. Coalgebraic proof of the completeness of the logic of recursion
We recall the equational proof system A=B for FLR0() from [7]. Its axioms are
the identities x= x together with the Fixed Point, Head, and BekiOc–Scott identities. Its
rules of inference correspond to the symmetric and transitive properties of equality, to
substitution using the function symbols of the underlying signature , and 'nally to
the Recursion Inference rule.
Let R be the class of FLR0()-structures of the form (;), where  is determined
from some functor on sets, and  is a denotation obtained via the de'nitions in Sec-
tion 5. We call R the collection of 8nal coalgebra interpretations. We write |=R A=B
to mean that A=B holds in all 'nal coalgebra interpretations.
Theorem 22 (Completeness). |=R A=B i@ A=B. That is; every equation which
holds in all 8nal coalgebra interpretations is provable in the FLR0 proof system.
First proof. One can check that for the particular signature functor F on Set, the 'nal
coalgebra interpretation R() of Section 5.1 is isomorphic to the iteration theory tr.
It is known that an equation holds in tr iL it holds in all iteration theories. This
result for iteration theories may be found in [5]. For the class of all FLR0 structures,
tr is called FLR0(). Theorem 2 of Hurkens et al. [7] sketches the proof of the
completeness theorem in this setting.
Despite the fact that known results easily imply Theorem 22, we give a diLerent
proof. We do this for four reasons: First, there is an intuition that the Recursion
Inference rule has something to do with bisimulation. For example, [2] contains the
following remark on the decidability of the equational theory of iteration theories: “The
whole process resembles the minimization of deterministic 'nite automata”. Our proof
makes the connection explicit: minimization of automata is also the quotient under the
largest bisimulation. A second reason to present our proof is that we use only the 'nal
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coalgebra structures; one never needs to explicitly construct or study -trees. Third,
the fact that the proof is more abstract means that is that might generalize in ways
that the older proof does not. (Of course, the abstraction also means that something
might be lost. In this case, what is lost is the fact the polynomial-time algorithm for
decidability. This extra information does not follow directly from our work below.)
A 'nal (admittedly weak) reason to present the second proof below is that it uses
practically all of the results of this paper.
Second proof. Theorem 19 implies that if A=B, then |=R A=B. The crux of the
matter is the converse. Let +⊥ be  with a new fresh constant that we will write
as ⊥. Let F be the signature functor for +⊥. Let (;) be from Section 5.1 where
we use 〈⊥〉 as our ungroundedness scapegoat. This is an FLR0(+⊥)-structure, but
we can forget the ⊥ to get an FLR0()-structure. We also may assume that  has at
least one symbol. We shall show that if |=(;) A=B, then A=B.
(We can see at this point why we need to add a fresh constant to . Suppose that
c∈0 and that we decided to use ⊥= 〈c〉 as our ungroundedness scapegoat. We would
have (;) |= c= x where {x= x}. But this equation is not provable in FLR0() since
it fails in other 'nal coalgebra interpretations. If c =∈ 0, the equation will not be one
between terms of FLR0(). So the problem does not arise in that case.)
By Lemma 2, we assume that A and B are tightly simpli'ed forms. Also, we may
assume that neither A nor B is a variable, since in such cases the only way to have
|=(;) A=B would be to have A and B identical to the same variable. Here we use
our assumption that  is not just ⊥, so that R0 has at least two elements.
Let the bound variables of A be X = {x1; : : : ; xn}; let the bound variables of B
be Y = {y1; : : : ; ym}; and let the variables with free occurrences in either term be
Z = {z1; : : : ; zp}. We may assume that X , Y , and Z are pairwise disjoint. We show
that A=B using an application of the Recursion Inference rule.
Recall that for any endofunctor H, we let Ha be the functor b →H(a + b). Let Cp
be the constant functor with value p. Let ? : Id→ Idp and 0 :Cp→ Idp be the evident
natural transformations. So for all a, ?a : a→p+a and 0a :p→p+a. (These maps are
of course the obvious injections. The main reason for mentioning ? and 0 explicitly is
that their naturality will be used below.) Note that ? Rp= inrp and 0 Rp= inlp.
The maps 5 and 6 de8ned from A: We de'ne 5 : n→p + F(p + n) by cases on
u∈ n. Let A be as in (10), and let E be the system {x1 =A1; : : : ; xn=An}. Recall the
groundedness analysis from Section 2.2. Also, A is a tightly simpli'ed form, so we
have some equivalences:
(i) xu is ungrounded for E iL Au= xu. In this case, we set 5(u)= ?F(p+n)〈⊥〉. (Recall
here that ⊥ is a constant in our signature , so 〈⊥〉 is an element of F(a) for
all a.)
(ii) xu is grounded for E iL x∗= x. If E(x)=E(x∗) is a variable, say zi, we set
5(u)= 0F(p+n)(i − 1).
(iii) If xu is grounded for E and E(x)=E(x∗) is a function application, then E(x∗)
is indeed of the form f(w1; : : : ; wr), where each w is either one of the x’s or one
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of the z’s. We set
5(u) = ?F(p+n)〈f; v1; : : : ; vr〉; (17)
where vj ∈p+ n is ?n(s− 1) if wj is xs, and vj is 0n(s− 1) if wj is zs.
Let 6 : n→Mp be i →(˜z)xi+1 where {˜x= A˜}. This 6 is a natural semantic map
de'ned just from the term A using our interpretation (;). One important consequence
of the assumption that A is tightly simpli'ed is that if 6(i)= inlp(k − 1), then Ai must
be the variable zk . (The converse is also true, but it does not require the tightness
condition.)
Claim. (idp + ’p) ◦ 6=(idp + F〈inlp; 6〉) ◦ 5.
Proof. By cases on u∈ n. If xu is ungrounded for E, then recall that 5(u)= ?F(p+n)〈⊥〉.
Also, by the way F works on morphisms, (Fk)〈⊥〉= 〈⊥〉 for any k. Furthermore, 6(u)
=⊥p. Recall from Section 5.1 that ⊥p=(inrp ◦’−1p )〈⊥〉. Thus (idp + ’p)⊥p=
?F(p+ Rp)〈⊥〉. And now we see that ((idp+F〈inlp; 6〉) ◦ 5)u=((idp+F〈inlp; 6〉) ◦ ?F(p+n)〈⊥〉
=(?F(p+ Rp) ◦ F〈inlp; 6〉)〈⊥〉= ?F(p+ Rp)〈⊥〉=(idp + ’p)⊥p=((idp + ’p) ◦ 6)u.
Suppose next that A(xu)= zi. Then ((idp+’p) ◦ 6)u=((idp+’p) ◦ inlp)(i−1)= 0F(p+n)
(i−1)= ((idp+F〈inlp; 6〉) ◦ 0F(p+n))(i−1)= ((idp+F〈inlp; 6〉) ◦ 5)u. We used Lemma 1,
part (ii) and also the FLR0 semantics of Section 5.
Finally, suppose that A(xu)= f(w1; : : : ; wr). Then 6(u) is
(˜z)xu where {˜x = A˜}
= (˜z)f(w1; : : : ; wr) where {˜x = A˜}
= (˜z)f(w1 where {˜x = A˜}; : : : ; wr where {˜x = A˜})
= inrp ◦ ’−1p 〈f; (˜z)w1 where {˜x = A˜}; : : : ; (˜z)wr where {˜x = A˜}〉
= inrp ◦ ’−1p 〈f; 〈inlp; 6〉(v1); : : : ; 〈inlp; 6〉(vr)〉:
We used Lemma 1, the Head Axiom, a calculation from Section 5.1, and the v-notation of
(17). The last point is the most important one, since 6 re-appears. Now ((idp+’p) ◦ 6)u
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is ?F(p+ Rp)〈f; 〈inlp; 6〉(v1); : : : ; 〈inlp; 6〉(vr)〉. And
((idp + F〈inlp; 6〉) ◦ 5)u= ((idp + F〈inlp; 6〉) ◦ ?F(p+n))〈f; v1; : : : ; vr〉
= (?F(p+ Rp) ◦ F〈inlp; 6〉)〈f; v1; : : : ; vr〉
= ?F(p+ Rp)〈f; 〈inlp; 6〉(v1); : : : ; 〈inlp; 6〉(vr)〉:
This concludes the claim.
We take this claim and consider not 5 but 〈0F(p+n); 5〉 :p+ n→p+ F(p+ n). Recall
that we have a functor Gp given by Gp(a)=p+F(a); and if f : a→ b, then Gpf is idp+
Ff. This means that 〈0F(p+n); 5〉 is a Gp-coalgebra. Also, we showed in Proposition 4
that idp +’p :p+ Rp→p+ F(p+ Rp) is a 'nal Gp-coalgebra. As a result of this claim,
we see that 〈inlp; 6〉 is the 'nal Gp-coalgebra map for 〈0F(p+n); 5〉.
Up until now, we have only used the simpli'ed form A, and the statement of com-
pleteness involves another term, B. Of course, we can turn to B and de'ne maps
 :m→p + F(p + m) and 7 :m→p + Rp. We prove the same claim, and then deduce
that 〈inlp; 7〉 is the 'nal Gp-coalgebra map for 〈0F(p+m); 〉.
At this point, we need some facts of coalgebra (see e.g. [14]). First, Gp preserves
weak pullbacks. (This can be checked directly, and it also follows from closure prop-
erties of the class of functors with that preservation property.) Second, for all functors
which preserve weak pullbacks, the pullback of a pair of 'nal coalgebra morphisms is
a bisimulation. Hence the pullback R ⊆ (p+ n)× (p+ m) of 〈inlp; 6〉 and 〈inlp; 7〉 is
a Gp-bisimulation, where
R= {(u; u′): u ∈ p+ n and u′ ∈ p+ m and 〈inlp; 6〉u = 〈inlp; 7〉u′}
= {(0n(k); 0m(k)): k ∈ p} ∪ {(?n(i); ?m(j)): i ∈ n and j ∈ m and 6(i) = 7(j)}:
To say that this is a Gp-bisimulation means that for k; l∈p, (0n(k); 0m(l)) iL k = l; and
also that both of the following conditions hold: if (?n(i); ?n(j))∈R then
(i) If 5(i) is of the form 0F(p+n)(k), then (j) is 0F(p+m)(k) (with the same k).
(ii) If 5(i) is, in the notation of (17), of the form ?F(p+n)〈f; v1; : : : ; vr〉, then (j) is of
the form ?F(p+m)〈f; v′1; : : : ; v′r〉 (with the same f), and R again contains the pairs
(v1; v′1); : : : ; (vr; v
′
r). In particular, if 5(i)= 〈⊥〉, then also (j)= 〈⊥〉.
Also, the converses of these conditions hold.
We extract from R a set ! of equations between the bound variables of the original
A and B:
! = {xi = yj: 6(i − 1) = 7(j − 1)}:
We use ! in connection with the Recursion Inference rule to show that A=B. Since
we began with the assumption that |=(;) A=B, ! contains the equation between the
two head variables of A and B; see (10).
We only need to show that !Ai =Bj whenever xi =yj ∈!. Suppose 'rst that
Ai = xi, so that 5(i − 1)= 〈⊥〉. So (j − 1)= 〈⊥〉 as well. The only way for this
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to happen is when Bj =yj. (This is where we use the fact that the signature behind
F has a new ⊥ element.) So Ai =Bj is just xi =yj. Obviously, !Ai =Bj. The other
case concerning variables is when (say) Ai is zk . That is, 5(i)= 0F(p+n)(k − 1). So
(j)= 0F(p+n)(k − 1) as well. Because B is tightly simpli'ed, Bj must be zk . Since
Ai = zk =Bj in this case, Ai =Bj. Finally, assume that Ai is of the form f(w1; : : : ; wn).
Then 5(i)= ?F(p+n)〈f; v1; : : : ; vr〉. Hence 6(j)= ?F(p+m)〈f; v′1; : : : ; v′r〉, where R again
contains the pairs (v1; v′1); : : : ; (vr; v
′
r). We see from this that Bj is of the form f(w
′
1; : : : ;
w′n), where: if wi is some zk , then w
′
i is the same zk ; and if wi is some xr , then w
′
i
is some ys with the property that xr =ys belongs to !. And then by equational logic
!Ai =Bj.
We have 'nished the coalgebraic proof of completeness.
8. Concluding discussions
Why do we say that: recursion and corecursion have the same equational logic?
The main point of the 'rst part of this paper are: functors on sets give rise to it-
eration theories=FLR0 structures (assuming the mild condition that the relevant 'nal
coalgebras exist); and the interpretations of FLR0 on these structures are quite natu-
ral and cover many 'xed point de'nitions. The next natural thing to ask is whether
the equational logic of corecursive de'nitions is diLerent than the one for recursive
de'nitions. Why equational logic? If one wants to compare recursion and corecursion,
then the comparison must be in terms of some language pertinent to both. It would
not do to say that recursion diLers from corecursion because the former studies def-
initions with a “base case” and the latter does not (since that observation is trivial).
The equational properties of the 8xed point operator seem to be a good thing to ask
about because using them one can express interesting logical validities (properties of
recursion). These properties correspond to the axioms and rules of inference of either
FLR0 or iteration theories. They are non-trivial, and the resulting logic is therefore also
interesting. The fact that 'nal coalgebra interpretations give FLR0 structures imply that
the logic is sound for this class. So the question behind all of our work in Section 7
is: are there additional equational principles satis'ed by all 'nal coalgebra interpreta-
tions which go beyond the principles valid for least 'xed point recursion on dcpo’s?
The Completeness Theorem of this paper shows that there are no such principles. Any
equation valid in all 'nal coalgebra interpretations is provable and hence valid in all
dcpo interpretations. It is in this sense that recursion and corecursion have the same
equational logic.
But is the semantics and the Completeness Theorem the same one we already
know? In view of the running example of trees in this paper, it is natural to ask
whether we have actually obtained anything new. For that particular example, we get
a new semantics for the parametric trees, but of course we do not get a better logic.
Moreover, we do not get any new insights into the valid equations by any of the work
of this paper.
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Nevertheless, we do feel that giving the semantics in terms of parametric corecursion
systems is appealing. Many of the 'xed points that one 'nds in theoretical computer
science have to do with 'nal coalgebras (see [14], for example). Once one is familiar
with the ideas, it seems natural to work as much as possible with notions of 'nality.
The one up-front cost of such an approach is that one would need to have results
giving 'nal coalgebras. But for sets at least, there is a body of such results (see
[11, 14], for example). In any case, the methods of this paper show how to de'ne the
semantics of 'xed point terms under very mild hypotheses on the category. This is a
key contribution of the paper.
It is natural to ask whether all of the 'nal coalgebra interpretations are in some sense
reducible to other kinds of interpretations, especially those involving dcpo’s. This ques-
tion was asked in a more precise way in our paper [10]. We showed that for essentially
all functors on sets which arise “in practice”, the 'nal coalgebra interpretations could
indeed be obtained as the maximal elements of some order. However, that work in-
volved assuming hypotheses on the functors that go beyond what we needed here (but
which nevertheless hold “in practice”). The work also used speci'c features of the
universe of sets (the Replacement Axiom, for example). So at the present time, we
have a reduction most of the time for functors on sets. For functors on other categories,
I know of no general results which reduce corecursion to recursion.
What about the duals of these results? It is natural to ask about dual results to
the ones of this paper. This is something that can be asked about many of the results
of coalgebra. As it happens, the basic results of the subject are not duals of results
concerning algebras: the point is that the category of coalgebras for a functor is not
the dual of the category of algebras for it. Turning to matters closer to that of this
paper, in [11], we noted that one of our results was known in dual form. This was
a lemma used in the proof of Lemma 5 on substitution. However, our formulation of
both substitution and parametric corecursion do not seem to be the duals of known
results.
One paper which presents results which at 'rst glance would seem to be duals of
ours is ,Esik and Labella [6]. The paper shows that “If the 'xed point operation over a
category is de'ned by initiality, then the equations satis'ed by the 'xed point operation
are exactly those of iteration theories”. Here is what this comes to with comparisons
to this paper: For any category T, take Th(C) to be the 2-theory whose horizontal
morphisms n→p are the functors Cp→Cn. (For C =Set, neither the categories Cp
nor the functors of this form seem to be related to what we call Rp.) An algebraically
complete category in the sense of [6] is category with a collection of F of functors
Cn+p→Cn which is closed in some basic ways and with the property that for each
Cp-object y, there is an initial Fy-algebra, where Fy here is F(−; y) :Cn→Cn. (This
does look like a dual to the notion of a parametric corecursion system, but again our
derived functors are diLerent.) Every algebraically complete category is a sub-2-theory
of Th(C) which is an algebraically complete 2-theory. (As the present time, we do
not see any interesting 2-categorical structure behind our results.) The main result of
[6] is that “the iteration theory identities hold in all algebraically complete 2-theories
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satisfying the parameter identity”. This results does not seem to be related to anything
here, mostly because the 'xed point operation here is derived from our notion of a
parametric corecursion system, and this seems quite diLerent from an algebraically
complete category. However, we would summarize our results by saying that “If the
'xed point operation over a category is de'ned by 'nality, then the equations satis'ed
by the 'xed point operation are exactly those of iteration theories”. So perhaps there
is a connection somewhere.
Did we really need to work with Set? The work in Section 3 is most general of
this paper. We do not need to work on Set but could instead work on any category C
with a 'xed coproduct + and a 'xed endofunctor F :C→C with the property that for
each object a the derived functor Fa has a 'nal coalgebra. Section 4 requires a little
more structure to get de'nitions by cases. Sections 5 and 6 use the natural numbers.
Overall, what we are doing here is much more general than sets. However, we do not
know what the weakest conditions would be to get each of our results. Also, we do
not (now) know of serious uses that go beyond Set.
Future work in this direction: This paper suggests a number of questions. One
would be to axiomatize the full consequence relation for 'xed-point equations on 'nal
coalgebras. This is often diScult or impossible (see [7]). But it may well be that 'nal
coalgebra interpretations are easier to handle than dcpo’s (for example), since the ⊥ is
here “more disconnected” from the rest of the structure. A completeness result for 'nal
coalgebra interpretations would probably be the 'rst result of that type for any proper
class of iteration theories. So it certainly would be important for studies of recursion
equations. For some results on the consequence relation for particular interpretations
of interest, see [13].
Also, it should not be hard to add the conditional to the equational logic of recursion
and get the corresponding completeness result (see [4, 7]).
In terms of trees, our work here deals with what is usually called 8rst-order substitu-
tion. This is the substitution of trees for variables. There is also a notion of second-order
substitution, where one substitutes trees for function symbols. Second-order substitution
is more challenging to formulate in terms of 'nal coalgebras. It is also more useful,
especially if one has results guaranteeing solutions of appropriate systems of equations,
such as
f(x; y) = F(g(g(x)); f(x; y));
g(x) = G(f(x; x)): (18)
Here F and G are “given” function symbols, either in the sense that one has a concrete
domain with interpretations for these symbols, or else that one wants a solution to
(18) as an in'nite tree labeled by F and G. The algebraic semantics of recursive
program schemes depends on principles of second-order substitution and the existence
of solutions to systems such as (18). The paper [12] shows how to extend the work
here to handle these problems.
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